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ON PROSLEPTIC SYLLOGISMS

CZESLAW LEJEWSKI

1. As a rule modern textbooks of traditional logic distinguish only two
kinds of syllogism: the categorical syllogism, which has originated with
Aristotle, and the hypothetical syllogism, which goes back to the early
Peripatetics and to the Stoics. Rarely, if ever, is mention made of the third
kind of syllogism namely the prosleptic syllogism. Yet, the prosleptic
syllogism, for which we seem to be indebted to Theophrastus, appears to
have been regarded at least by some logicians in later ages of antiquity as
a legitimate part of logical theory.

Like the expressions 'categorical* and 'hypothetical' the expression
'prosleptic' is a technical term and its full significance can only emerge
at a later stage of our enquiry. At this stage suffice it to say that 'pros-
leptic' is meant to render the Greek expression %κaτa πpόσληψu/' in its
adjectival use.

Although the prosleptic syllogism has not played as important a role in
the development of logic as the other two kinds of syllogism, it deserves
our attention particularly for the following two reasons. First, the validity
of prosleptic syllogisms is based, as we shall see, on certain logical no-
tions which in modern logic find their expression in the use of the universal
quantifier. Secondly, the theory of prosleptic syllogism bears witness to
the resourcefulness of Theophrastus as a logician.

In what follows I propose to reconstruct the theory of prosleptic syllo-
gisms to the extent to which the scarcity of textual evidence permits, and
to examine it from the point of view of modern logic.

2. A very brief and fragmentary exposition of the theory of the pros-
leptic syllogisms can be found in the anonymous scholium preserved in the
Codex Parisinus Graecus 2064, f. 26lv-263v, and published by M. Wallies
in the Preface to his edition of Ammonii in Aristotelis Analyticorum Priorum
Librum I Comment arium, Comment aria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. 4, pt. 6,
Berolini 1899, p. IX sq. The scholium is entitled 'On all the forms of syl-
logism' (Hepi rωv eΐδωv πάvτωv roϋ σvλλoγiσμoΰ). It consists of three
parts. Having stated that there are three forms of simple syllogism, the
categorical, the hypothetical, and the prosleptic,1 the anonymous scholiast
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distinguishes, in the first part of his compendium, the simple categorical
syllogism, which falls into the three Aristotelian figures, and the composite
categorical syllogism, which according to Galen falls into four figures.
Then he goes on to explain the four Galenian figures basing his account on
Galen's De Demonstration, which unfortunately is not extant.2 The second
part of the compendium deals with the hypothetical syllogism, both the sim-
ple and the mixed, while the third part concerns the prosleptic syllogism.
The scholiast explicitly attributes the theory of the prosleptic syllogism to
Theophrastus. He then shows that this type of syllogism also falls into
three figures. The first figure is exemplified with the aid of the following
inference:

(1) (i) whatever (is predicated) of man universally,
substance (is predicated) of it universally;

now, (ii) animal (is predicated) of man universally
therefore, (iii) substance (is predicated) of animal universally.

Examples of the remaining two figures are given in abbreviated form. We
can, however, easily expand them. On doing so we get, for the second fig-
ure, an inference which can be formulated as follows:

(2) (i) whatever is predicated of man universally,
it is predicated of horse universally;

now, (ii) animal is predicated of man universally;
therefore, (iii) animal is predicated of horse universally.

Finally, the example which was meant to illustrate an inference of the third
figure can be expanded in this way:

(3) (i) of whatever entity animal is predicated universally,
rational is predicated of it universally;

now, (ii) animal is predicated of man universally;
therefore, (iii) rational is predicated of man universally.

The scholiast continues by discussing 'the middle term* in his inferences,
and the passage ends with some rather irrelevant criticism of the prosleptic
syllogism.

3. In the same codex we find yet another passage which throws further
light on our subject. The passage, f. 255v-256r, is entitled 'On prosleptic
syllogisms' (Repi rώv Kara πpόσληψtv συXkoγtσμώv). It is included in a
sort of appendix to the commentary to Aristotle's Prior Analytics by Am-
monius but it cannot be attributed to Ammonius with certainty. The anony-
mous contributor to the commentary, or his authority, tells us that the pros-
leptic syllogism has this in common with the categorical syllogism that
like the latter it can be validly construed in all the figures. This is illus-
trated with examples, which, however, are not complete inferences. So in
fact we are shown that the premisses which are characteristic of prosleptic
syllogisms can be regarded as falling into the three figures.

In the first figure we have

whatever (belongs) to c in every instance, a (belongs) to it in every
instance
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The second figure is represented by

whatever (is predicated) of b universally, it (is) also (predicated)
of c universally

And the third figure contains

of whatever {entity) a (is predicated) universally, b (is) also (predi-
cated) of it universally

A similar classification of our premisses can be found in an anonymous
scholium to Aristotle's Prior Analytics, Book II, Chs. 5-7, published by
C. A. Brandis.

4. The weight of anonymous evidence may always appear to be dubious.
Fortunately enough inferences analogous to inference (2) and inference (3)
are given as examples of the prosleptic syllogism by Galen in his Institutio
Logica. Galen was a very keen student of logic and made some original
contributions to the Aristotelian syllogistic by working out a theory of the
composite categorical syllogism. He discussed the theory of the prosleptic
syllogism in his treatise De Demonstratione ([ίepi rηs άπoδecζeωs), where
he showed which inferences were to be regarded as prosleptic syllogisms
and how many they were. He criticised the theory on the ground that pros-
leptic syllogisms were, in his view, mere abbreviations of categorical syl-
logisms, and that consequently they were redundant altogether. However,
the De Demon stratione has not been preserved, and neither the details of
Galen's exposition nor the argument in support of his criticism are known
to us. The few remarks which we find in the Institutio Logica are very
sketchy and offer less help than we might have wished for. Galen does
not mention the name of Theophrastus in connection with the theory of the
prosleptic syllogism. He says, however, quite generally that Peripatetics
had written about them and considered them useful. To sum up the signifi-
cance of Galen's testimony lies largely in that in no respect does it refute
our anonymous evidence.

5. It is evident from the examples already given that a prosleptic syl-
logism is an inference which consists of three propositions. Two of them,
viz., one of the premisses and the conclusion, are categorical propositions.
The third proposition, in our examples it happens to be premiss (i), is a dif-
ferent one. Propositions of this type were called prosleptic premisses and,
according to our sources, it was Theophrastus who first called them so.
He was also the first to study the logical significance of such propositions
in some detail.

Now in order to proceed with our analysis let us translate the three
inferences into the idiom of modern logic. In this way we shall be able to
bring to light the structure of the prosleptic syllogism in general and that
of the prosleptic premiss in particular.

The translation of the categorical propositions which occur as parts of
a prosleptic syllogism presents no difficulty. The translation of the pros-
leptic premisses, (li), (2i), and (3i), is equally simple once we have realised
that without altering their meaning in the least we can paraphrase them as
follows:
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(1) (i1) for all x, - if x i s predicated of man universally then substance i s

predicated of x universally

(2) (i 1) for all x9 - if x i s predicated of man universally then x i s predicated

of horse universally.

(3) (i 1) for all x, - if animal i s predicated of x universally then rational i s

predicated of x universally.

From the paraphrase we immediately see that a prosleptic premiss i s an

implication preceded by the universal quantifier. The antecedent and the

consequent of the implication are categorical propositions, or rather propo-

sitional functions, and the variable bound by the universal quantifier occurs

in them either as subject or as predicate. It also becomes evident that, in

fact, a prosleptic premiss contains three terms, which does not seem to

have escaped the notice of ancient logicians. In his commentary to Aris-

tot le 's Prior Analytics Alexander remarks that "in a way they ( i .e . , the

premisses which Theophrastus ca l l s prosleptic premisses) have three terms.

For in the premiss 'of whatever {entity) b i s predicated universally, a ( i s

predicated) of it universally* the two terms, *b* and V , which are definite,

already contain the third term of which b i s predicated except that this

term i s not definite or explicit in the sense in which the other terms are.

And in the scholium published by Brandis we read that a prosleptic premiss

cons is ts of an indefinite middle term and two definite extreme terms, and

that it i s l ike the hypothetical implicative syllogism. Now, the hypo-

thetical implicative syllogism i s the one which Chrysippus had cal led the

first indemonstrable (πpώroϊ hvaπ6Bcίκτos), and which later on became

known as modus ponens. So we would say perhaps that a prosleptic premiss

i s l ike a hypothetical premiss, namely like an implication, in a hypothetical

syllogism. Similarly, Alexander would have been more precise had he said

that in a prosleptic premiss the third term was contained in Of whatever . . .

of it. . . ' (κcιθ' oυ . . . KCLT' eKβίvov . . . or ω . . . τoυτω. . . ) rather than in

the remaining two terms.

Let us, however, revert to our three inferences, and let us rewrite them

in a symbolic language. For this purpose I propose to use Lukas iewicz 's

symbolism. In this symbolism, as i s well known, expressions Ά a b\

Έ ab\ '/ a b\ and ' 0 a b' represent, respectively, the universal affirma-

tive proposition 'every a i s b\ the universal negative proposition 'no a i s b\

the particular affirmative proposition 'some a i s b\ and the particular nega-

tive proposition 'some a is-not b\ The expression 'C a β' stands for the

implication 'if a then /3', and finally the expression 'Π x9 stands for the

universal quantifier and i s to be read 'for all x9.

Now if we put variables instead of the extra-logical constants 'man',

'substance', 'animal', 'horse', and 'rational', and if we remember the way

in which the first premiss in each of the three inferences could be para-

phrased, then we obtain the following three inference-schemata:

(I11) (i)ϊίx C A a x A x b

now, (ii) A a c
therefore, (iii) A c b
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(2 1 1 ) (\)Yix C A ax Ab x

n o w , ( i i ) A a c

t h e r e f o r e , ( i i i ) Abe

( 3 " ) (ϊ)HxCAxaAxb

now, (ii) A c a

therefore, (iii) A c b

The validity of inferences constructed in accordance with any of the

three schemata is fairly obvious. Thus, for instance, an inference con-

structed in accordance with schema (I11) is valid in virtue of the following

logical law

CUxCAaxAxbCAacAcb

which can be deduced from the law of identity *C p p9 by successively ap-

plying the rule of substitution, the rule which allows us to add a universal

quantifier to the antecedent of any implication which is a law, and the rule

of substitution again. In the same way the other two schemata can be shown

to be valid.

6. Our symbolic formulation of inferences exemplified by (I11), (2M), and

(3") enables us to see at a glance that it was the position of the indefinite

term (aoptoros opoS), which corresponds to the bound variable in our in-

ference schemata, that served as the principle of classification of prosleptic

premisses, and prosleptic syllogisms, into three figures. A prosleptic

premiss in which the indefinite term occurred as the predicate in the ante-

cedent and as the subject in the consequent was said to belong to the first

figure. And so was the corresponding prosleptic syllogism. A prosleptic

premiss in which the indefinite term occurred as the predicate in both the

antecedent and the consequent was said to belong to the second figure.

The corresponding prosleptic syllogism was also regarded as belonging to

the second figure. Finally, a prosleptic premiss in which the indefinite

term occurred as the subject in both the antecedent and the consequent was

said to belong to the third figure, and the same applied to the corresponding

prosleptic syllogism.

The simple propositions involved in those prosleptic syllogisms which

we find, in truncated form, in the Codex Parisinus Graecus 2064 are all

universal affirmative propositions. This has been reflected in our inference

schemata. We have, however, to note that the Brandis scholium makes no

indication of the quantity or the quality of the antecedent or the consequent

in a prosleptic premiss, which suggests that in this respect they could vary.

And, indeed, from the comments in the Codex Parisinus we learn that there

are valid prosleptic syllogisms with two 'negative' or two 'particular* prem-

isses. Evidently, the anonymous scholiast must have had in mind in-

ferences like these:

(i)RxCEaxAxb

now, (ii) E a c

therefore, (iii) A c b
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(i)Hx C I ax A x b

now, (ii) lac

therefore, (iii) A c b

He would probably describe the prosleptic premiss in the first inference as

negative whereas the prosleptic premiss in the second inference would for

him be an instance of a particular proposition.

In any case our inference schemata (I11), (2n), and (311) cannot be re-

garded as adequately summarising the theory of the prosleptic syllogism,

and have to be generalised. We modify them as follows:

First Figure

(Γ") (i)IlxCΦ axV x b

n o w , ( i i ) Φ a c

t h e r e f o r e , ( i i i ) ψ c έ

Second Figure

(2 I M ) ( i ) Π x C φ β χ Ψ h

now, ( i i ) Φ a c

therefore, ( i i i) Ψ έ c

Third Figure

(3IΠ) ( i )Πx CΦ x αψ x b

now, (ii) Φ c a

therefore, (iii) Ψ c b

In these inference schemata the Greek letters *Φ* and *ψ' stand for any

of the four functors which form categorical propositions. In other words

they stand for 'A', *E\ Ί\ or < 0 \ 1 5

At this stage it is appropriate that we should consider a question which

cannot have failed to suggest itself to our minds already. Is there a fourth

figure of the prosleptic syllogism with the following inference schema?

Fourth Figure

(4 I Π ) (i)Hx Cφ x aΨb x

now, (ii) Φ c a

therefore, (iii) Ψ b c

I have not been able to find any evidence to the effect that inferences

of this type were regarded by ancient logicians as constituting a fourth

figure. A syllogism which is constructed in accordance with schema (41 ")

with the functor *0* and */' in the place of 'Φ* and 'Ψ* respectively, can be

found in the Commentary to Aristotle's Prior Analytics by Philoponus,^

and there is a passage in the same commentary which presupposes another

syllogism of this type with the functors f 0 ' and *A*. It is quite obvious

that in view of the laws exhibited in the square of opposition the law of

transposition KC C p q C N q N p' enables us to reduce any prosleptic prem-

iss of the fourth figure to one in the first, but to my knowledge there is no

evidence that the ancient logicians knew that. Nor is there any evidence
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that they considered inferences in which the functor of the categorical
premiss of a prosleptic syllogism was contradictory to the functor in the
consequent of the prosleptic premiss. One is left with the impression that
the possibility of a fourth figure was ignored in order to save the analogy
to Aristotle's classification of the categorical syllogism. In this connection
it is perhaps of interest to mention that the so called wholly hypothetical
syllogisms or simple hypothetical syllogisms were divided by Theophrastus
into three figures too. 1 8

7. One of the problems discussed by Galen in his treatise De Demon-
stratione concerned the number of possible prosleptic syllogisms. Unfor-
tunately no details of his calculations are known to us. It is clear, how-
ever, that the number of different prosleptic syllogisms will be the same as
the number of different prosleptic premisses. Now, every prosleptic premiss
requires two categorical functors, which means that with four such functors
we have 16 different premisses in each figure. This makes 48 different
premisses in the three figures, and 64 if we take into consideration the
figure that is not explicitly mentioned in our authorities. In the course of
my research leading to the present paper I was able to identify only eleven
different syllogisms.

8. Our reconstruction of the theory of the prosleptic syllogism was
based on rather late and fragmentary sources but there can be no doubt that
the theory was first developed by Theophrastus. In this respect the anony-
mous evidence is supported by Alexander, whose testimony hardly calls for
additional confirmation. It is, however, more than probable that the whole
conception of the prosleptic syllogism was derived by Theophrastus from
the writings of his master. In particular Chapters 5-7 of the Second Book
of Aristotle's Prior Analytics must have played a decisive role in directing
the attention of Theophrastus to the possibility of a new logical theory.
The chapters that have just been referred to are devoted to the discussion
and application of what Aristotle calls the circular and reciprocal proof or
demonstration (TO κυκ\cρ κa\ eζ a λλήλωv δetKvυσθaL). The procedure in-
volved by this 'circular proof can be described as follows. As the point of
departure we take a valid categorical syllogism with premisses a and β,
and a conclusion y. Then we consider two inferences, the one with y and
the converse of a as the premisses and β as the conclusion, and the other
with y and the converse of β as the premisses and a as the conclusion.
If any of these two inferences turns out to be a valid syllogism, we say that
we have derived it by means of the circular and reciprocal proof. The meth-
od, however, is not universally applicable. In some cases on effecting the
prescribed transformation of a valid syllogism we derive another valid syl-
logism but in some cases the result of the transformation is invalid. In the
chapters under consideration Aristotle systematically examines the results
of applying the method of the circular proof to valid syllogisms, and lists
the successful cases and also the cases in which the method breaks down.

Let us now illustrate the circular proof with the aid of concrete ex-
amples. Consider the syllogism in Barbara
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(5) (i) every b is a
now, (ii) every c is b

therefore, (iii) every c is a

On transforming this syllogism in the way described above we get the fol-
lowing two inferences:

(6) (i) every c is a
now, (ii) every a is b

therefore, (iii) every c is b

and

(7) (i) every c is a
now, (ii) every b is c

therefore, (iii) every b is a

In the present case the syllogisms derived by means of the circular
proof are valid. Consider, however, a syllogism in Celarent

(8) (i) no b is a
now, (ii) every c is b

therefore, (iii) no c is a

By applying the circular and reciprocal procedure we get

(9) (i) no c is a
now, (ii) every b is c

therefore, (iii) no b is a

and

(10) (i) no c is a
now, (ii) no a is 6

therefore, (iii) every c is &

Now, inference (9) is a valid syllogism but inference (10) is not. This
was known to Aristotle. He remarks that by converting the original premiss
'no b is a* into 'no a is bf we do not get the required result, which can,
however, be secured if we convert 'no b is af into the proposition which
says that

to whatever (entity) a belongs in no instance, b belongs
to it in every instance

For then we have the following valid inference:

(11) (i) to whatever (entity) a belongs in no instance, b belongs
to it in every instance

now, (ii) no c is a, i.e., a belongs to c in no instance
therefore, (iii) b belongs to c in every instance, i.e., every c is b 9

The validity of (11) becomes even more perspicuous if we translate the
inference into our symbolic language. On doing this we get:
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( I I 1 ) ( i ) H x C E x aAxb
now, (ii) E c a

therefore, (iii) A c b

Similar difficulties occur in the case of syllogisms in Ferio. Consider

for instance the following inference schema

(12) (ϊ) no bis a

now, (ii) some c is b

therefore, (iii) some c is-not a

In accordance with the circular and reciprocal procedure (12) yields

(13) (i) some c is-not a

now, (ii) some b is c

therefore, (iii) no b is a

and

(14) (i) some c is-not a

now, (ii) no a is b

therefore, (iii) some c is b

Now, neither of these two inferences is valid. In the case of inference

(13) Aristotle does not even consider how to transform the original premiss

'some c is b' so as to effect the proof of the universal negative premiss

'no b is OL on the assumption that the proposition 'some c is-not a* i s to

be used as the other premiss. He simply points out that the premiss 'some

c is-not a9 being particular no universal conclusion is possible.2 0 As re-

gards inference (14) he remarks that on assuming that some c is-not a one

can prove that some c is b provided we convert the premiss 'no b is cϋ in

a somewhat similar way to the way in which the conversion was performed

in the case of Celarent, namely if the major premiss takes the form of the

following expression:

to whatever (entity) a does not belong in some instance,

b belongs to it in some instance

Thus instead of (14) we get the following valid inference:

(15) (i) to whatever (entity) a does not belong in some instance, b

belongs to z'έin some instance

now, (ii) some c is-not ay i.e., a does not belong to c in some instance

therefore, (iii) b belongs to c in some instance, i.e., some c is 6 2 2

And the symbolic translation of this inference is as follows:

(151) (ϊ)Hx C 0 x al x b

now, (ii) Oca

therefore, (iii) I c b

It is obvious that inferences (11) and (15) are prosleptic syllogisms in

the Theophrastian sense. Aristotle introduces them somewhat casually.

He has no special name for them to distinguish them from categorical
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syllogisms. The expression δtα πpoσλήψeωs in Prior Analytics 58 9 is

regarded by scholars as an interpolation of post-Aristotelian origin.2^

As we have seen inference (11) is used by Aristotle in connection with

his attempt to apply his circular and reciprocal procedure to Celarent. He

could have made use of it when he discussed Cesare but he seems to have

failed to realise this. Inference (15) is mentioned three times, namely in

connection with Ferio, Festino, and Ferison. No other instances of the

prosleptic syllogism are to be found in Aristotle's discussion of the circular

and reciprocal procedure although it is not very difficult to see that if we

take any categorical syllogism then it is possible to prove any of its prem-

isses by using the conclusion and an appropriate prosleptic premiss.

I have discussed Aristotle's circular procedure at some length because

it seems to me that Chapters 5-7 of Book II of the Prior Analytics consti-

tuted the starting point for Theophrastus theory of the prosleptic syllo-

gisms. Theophrastus must have noticed that in addition to inferences (11)

and (15) given by Aristotle other similar inferences could be constructed

and that the number of different prosleptic premisses could be increased.

He also noticed that prosleptic premisses could be arranged into three fig-

ures in accordance with a principle analogous to the one adopted by Aris-

totle in his classification of categorical syllogisms. This, of course, has

no logical significance but it seems to have impressed Theophrastus so

much that he overlooked the possibility of more interesting ways in which

his new theory could be developed.

9. I have already mentioned that Galen criticised prosleptic syllo-

gisms on the ground that they were abbreviations of categorical syllo-

gisms. Perhaps the term 'abbreviation* (eπtroμή) is not quite appropriate

in this connection since it is the categorical syllogism to which a prosleptic

one is supposed to be reducible that is in fact shorter and simpler of the

two inferences. In any case, Galen's point was that prosleptic syllogisms

were, as it were, categorical syllogisms in disguise. This would be so if

it could be shown that every prosleptic premiss was equivalent to one

categorical proposition or another. And indeed in some cases the equiva-

lence holds and was known to hold to ancient logicians. As I indicated

above, Aristotle does not seem to have made a study of prosleptic premisses

or prosleptic syllogisms, but he knew that the proposition 'every b is a* was

equivalent to the one which says that

(16) of whatever entity b is predicated, a is predicated of it

This is a prosleptic premiss in the sense given to the expression by Theo-

phrastus but its antecedent and consequent are both indefinite or perhaps

singular propositions. Thus if we put fί/ a b9 to stand for the indefinite or

singular *a is b* then we can express (16) as follows:

(161) HX C U xb U x a

Similarly, the proposition 'no a is c' appears to have been regarded by

Aristotle as equivalent to the proposition which says that

(17) to whatever entity a belongs, c does not belong to z*26
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which, with XY a by standing for the indefinite or singular κa is not b\ lends

itself to the following symbolic translation:

(171) Ex C U x aY x c

From the point of view of intuitiveness we can have no objections to

the equivalences presupposed by Aristotle, always bearing in mind that in

Aristotelian logic empty or fictitious noun expressions were not in the range

of nominal variables. The weakness of the equivalences consisted in that

they involved indefinite propositions, which in logic have no status of im-

portance.27 In a proposition like (16) or (17) it would be the most natural

thing to interpret both the antecedent and the consequent as singular propo-

sitions but singular propositions were shunned by ancient logicians. On

the other hand if the antecedent and the consequent in a proposition like

(16) or (17) were interpreted as particular propositions, in accordance with

the practice of Aristotle in other contexts, then the equivalences would lose

some of their intuitiveness. Now, Theophrastus appears to have noticed that

the indefinite propositions embedded in (16) could be replaced by the corre-

sponding universal propositions, without affecting the truth value of the

whole. In his treatise On Assertion he held, so Alexander reports, that the

proposition 'of whatever (entity) b (is predicated), a (is predicated of it)'

was equivalent to the proposition

(18) of whatever (entity) b is predicated universally, a (is

predicated) of it universally

In terms of our symbolic language we can say that according to Theophrastus

(161) was equivalent to

(181) ϊlx C Ax b Ax a

The next step was to equate (18) with the corresponding proposition 'every

b is ay. That this step was in fact made by Theophrastus is amply attested

by Alexander and by the Brandis scholium, which adds that in Theophrastus'

view the proposition %a (is predicated) of no b' was equivalent to the propo-

sition 'of whatever (entity) b (is predicated) in every instance, a (is predi-

cated) of it in no instance*.

To sum up we can credit Theophrastus with establishing three interest-

ing and important equivalences, which with *Q a β9 standing for ' a if and

only if β' can be given the following symbolic form:

(19) QRx C U x b U x aUx C A x b A x a

(20) Q Ab aVLx C Axb Ax a

(21) QEb aϊlxC Axb E x a

Since the range of nominal variables in Aristotelian logic is restricted

to shared names these equivalences are logically unassailable. We can only

regret that our meagre sources do not tell us about any other equivalences

that Theophrastus may have established between categorical and prosleptic

premisses.
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10. A different and, as far as I can judge, somewhat erroneous evalua-

tion of Theophrastus contributions discussed in the preceding section has

been given by Father Bochenski. According to Father Bochenski Theo-

phrastus, as reported by Alexander, wrongly assumed the equivalence be-

tween

(22) C φ xψ x and (23) C II x φ x II x ψ x

when he maintained that κaθy oυ τb B, TO A was equivalent to κ.aθ' oύ

πavrbs TO B, KCLT' eκeιvoυ πavτos TO A. For while (22) implies (23), ar-

gues Father Bochenski, (23) does not imply (22), which was well estab-

lished by Aristotle.31

Now, it is quite correct to say that (23) does not imply (22), but it is

also correct to say that (22) does not imply (23) as can easily be shown by

giving the variables an appropriate interpretation. The point is that neither

(22) nor (23) appear to be the right translations of what Theophrastus is

reported to have said. The language of the Functional Calculus is not

perhaps the most suitable for translating expressions of Aristotelian logic,

but if we were to use this language then the Theophrastian *κaθ9 oυ TO B,

TO A' would have to be rendered with the aid of

(24) IlθCZxKθxφxΣxKθx ψx32

or

(25) Ux C φ x ψ x

depending on whether we wanted to interpret indefinite propositions as par-

ticular ^propositions or as singular ones. The translation of the proposition

KOLΘ' oυ πavTos TO B, KCL T9 eκeιvoυ πavτos TO A i s even more complicated.

For as Prior has pointed out in his Formal Logic it has to have the follow-

ing form:

(26) HΘCϊίxCθxφxίίxCθxψx33

It is fairly obvious that (24), (25), and (26) are all equivalent which

shows again that Theophrastus was right. Father Bochenski's criticism

of the Greek logician is based on what appears to be a mistaken symbolic

translation. Consider, for instance, (23). It says that if everything is φ

then everything is ψ (or rather if everything φ* s then everything ψ's where

*φ*sy and *ψ9s9 are, as it were, verbs in the third person singular). Clearly,

this is not what is conveyed by the Theophrastian κaθy oύ πavτos TO B,

KCL T7 eκ€ίvoυ πavroS TO A.

Father Bocheήski's interpretation of what Aristotle says in the Prior

Analytics, I 41, 49^14-16 seems to suffer from a similar defect. In his La

logique de Theophraste Father Bochenski suggests that in this passage of

the Analytics Aristotle denies the equivalence of propositions represented

by formulae (22) and (23) respectively. In his Ancient Formal Logic Father

Bochenski writes that the propositions examined by Aristotle in the passage

under consideration can be interpreted by

(27) Bx D (x)Ax and (28) (x)Bx D (x)Ax3 5
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Now, if we turn to the text then we find that the two propositions in-
volved can be translated as follows:

(29) to whatever {entity) b belongs, a belongs to it in every
instance

and

(30) to whatever {entity) b belongs in every instance, a be-
longs to it in every instance ^

In our symbolism they can be expressed thus:

(291) ΐίx C U x b Ax a and (301) H x C A x b A x a

It is evident that (29) and (30) are prosleptic propositions, and so they are
described by Alexander. Notice that proposition (29) has an indefinite
antecedent. If we interpret it as a singular proposition then (29) and (30)
turn out to be equivalent contrary to Aristotle's contention, but if we in-
terpret the antecedent of (29) as a particular proposition, i.e., if we under-
stand (29) as meaning the same as

(29") Πx C / x b A x a

then we will easily see that (29) implies (30) while the converse implica-
tion does not hold. Thus if Aristotle's claim is to be upheld, we have to
regard (29") as the correct interpretation of (29). It may be of interest to
add that this is exactly how Alexander understood proposition (29). For in
his commentary he equated proposition (29) with the one that says 'to what-
ever {entity) b belongs in some instance, a belongs to it in every instance'.^8

11. This seems to be all that could be gleaned from our sources for
the purpose of reconstructing the Theophrastian theory of prosleptic premiss-
es and prosleptic syllogisms. " It is hoped that by now the meaning of the
technical term 'prosleptic' has become a little clearer. Following our anony-
mous authority we can repeat that prosleptic premisses were called so be-
cause each of them contained an indefinite term, or a bound variable as we
would say. Once this term has been made definite, i.e., once a constant
noun expression has been substituted for the bound variable, the prosleptic
premiss becomes an implication, which, granted its antecedent, yields its
consequent as the conclusion in a valid inference of the modus ponens type.
Inferences which originated from prosleptic premisses in this way were
called prosleptic syllogisms.

Finally we ought to remember that in the terminology of the Stoic logi-
cians the term πpόσληψis (or πpoσkaμβavόμevov) designated the minor
premiss in their hypothetical inferences. " This use of the term should be
clearly distinguished from the one established by Theophrastus and dis-
cussed in the present paper.

NOTES

1. Cf. Ammonius I.e. p. IX, 23: Ύpί a eiδη earl τoυ aπλoΰ συ λλoγcσμov

7Ό κaτηγopικόv, TO ύπoθenKOV, τί> Kara πpόσληxf/iv.
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2. Cf. Ammonius I.e. pp. IX, 28 - X, 29. Cf. Jan Lukasiewicz, Aristotle*s
Syllogistic, Oxford 1957, pp. 38-42. The scholiast refers to Galen's
Άπoδecκnκή. This seems to be the treatise which according to Galen
himself had the title Rep\ πjs aπoδeίξeωs. Cf. Galenus, institutioLogica
(ed. Kalbfleisch), Lipsiae 1896, p. 47, 21.

3. Cf. Ammonius I.e. pp. XI, 1 - XII, 3.

4. Cf. Ammonius I.e. p. XII, 3: Iσn yap κal τpCτov elδos συλλoyiμoΰ μera

TO κarηyopcκov KCLL vπoθenκov rb λeγόμevov πapa ©eoφpάσrφ Kara
πpόσληψiv, o /eαra r\ rpίa σyήμara -πλeKerac oυrωS. A ΣXHMA. *o
Kara π avrbs avθpώπoυ, κaτf eκeίvoυ πavrbs ouσία ζφov δe Kara
πavrbs avθpώπoυ- κa\ oυσίa 'άpa κaτa πavrbs ζφoυ . . . B ΣXHMA.
o κ α / α πavfo% avθpώπoυ, roϋro Ka rα πavrbs ^ππoυ . . . <Γ ΣXHMA.>
κaθf oυ πavros ζφov, K ar a rovrov <πaVTΌ S ?> κa\ Xoγtκ6v.

It appears that "πavrbs* is likely to have been omitted by the copy-
ist. Wallies does not put it in in his edition.

Father Bochenski's reconstruction of the inference referred to under
B ΣXHMA above seems to have been vitiated by typographical errors.
It looks as if it should read thus: o Ka τya πavfos avθpcόπoυ, roϋro
Kara πavrbs tππoυ* fφov δe Kara πavrbs avθpώπoυ κa\ ζψov άpa
κarsa πavrbs ^ίππoυ. Cf. I. M. Bocheriski, La logique de Theophraste,
Fribourg 1947, p. 119.

Depending on the context the categorical propositions will be ex-
pressed in this essay as follows:

Universal affirmative: every a is b, b is predicated of a universally,
b is predicated of a in every instance, b belongs to a in every instance.

Universal negative: no a is b, b belongs to a in no instance.
Particular affirmative: some a is b, b belongs to a in some instance.
Particular negative: some a is-not b, b does not belong to a in some

instance.
Indefinite affirmative: a is b, b is predicated of a, b belongs to a.
Indefinite negative: a is-not b, b does not belong to a,

5. Cf. Ammonius I.e. p. XII, 10-13.

6. Cf. Ammonius I.e. _ p. 69, 29: ΠEPI T # N KATA ΠPOΣΛHΨIN
ΣYΛΛOΓIΣM£N. Ovroi roίvυv rώv μkv κaτηγopLκώv'eχoυσL TO £V πάσi
roTs σyημaσL tivav ev μkv rφ πpώrφ o rφ Γ πavri^ τoifrcp ro A πavrί ev δe
rφ δeυrepty o Kara rod B πavrόs, roΰro κa\ Kara roΰ Γ πavrόs ev δe rep
rpίr<γ κaθf oύ TO A πavrόξ, Kara roifroυ κάι TO B <πavτό S ?>.

It is interesting to note that the indication of quantity in the premiss
illustrating the third figure seems to be missing here just as in the text
quoted in note 4 above.

7. Cf. C. A. Brandis, Scholia in Aristotelem, Aristotelis Opera, Vol. IV,
Berolini 1836, p. 189b43 ad An. pr. 58a21: bπoγpάφet oύv ημlv (sc. b
1 KpLστoτekηs) elδoS erepov πporάσeωv, %6πep o &eόφpaσros κaλel Kara
πpόσληψtv. συyκeιvraι δe at roiaυrat πporάσeis eζ aopiσrov rol) μeσoυ
KOLL ωptσμέvωv rώv fάκpωv δi/o opωv oίov ev μkv rψ A σχήμaτι- b Kara roΰ
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Γ, κarJ eκeίvoυ rb K jεv δe rφ δeυrepφ, o Kara roυ A, roϋro κa\ Kara rov
B ev δe rφ Γ, κaθy oυ TO A, κaτ9 eκeιvoυ TO B.

8. Cf. Galenus I.e. p. 48, 1: bπolov δe n TO eiδos aυrώv (sc. rώv Kara
πpόσληψiv bvoμaζoμevωv συλλoγiσμώv), €Lpήcr€τat Sta πapaδeiγμάrωv
δυoTv. ev μev oυv eiδόs eσn roTov *κaθ* oυ τόδey κa\ rόδe* <άλλα rόδe
Kara Γoΰδe κa\ τόδe>'άpa Kara roϋδe". κ.άί eπ9 6voμάτωv "eφ* oυ δevδpov,
κa\ φvTo'v δevδpov (δe) eπί πλarάvoυ κa\ φυrov 'άpa eπi πλaτάvoυ".
πpoσυπaκoϋσaι Se δηλovόn δeΐ rφ Kara rov λόγov IΌ "κaτηγopeΐτat" 9η
*λeγeτm", ωS elvat τov bλόκληpov λόγov rotόvδe *κaθy oυ δevδpov
κaτηγopelτaL, Kara τoύτoυ φυrov κarηγopeTτac δevδpov δe πλaravoυ
κaτηγopeΐτai' κa\ φυibv apa πλaτάvoυ κarηγopηθήσeτaι". e'τepov δe elδos
σvλλoγiσμωv ex. rώv Kara πpoσληψcv wo Kara roυδe, κaι Kara roΰδe
<τόδe δe Kara roυδe ωσre κa\ κaτcι τoϋδe>". eπί ovoμάrωv δe *o Kara
δevδpoυ, κάι <κaτa> πλaravoυ φυrov δe Kara τoυ δevδpoυ κa\ Kara
πλarάvoυ apa"'

9. Cf. Galenus I.e. p. 47, 18: Έπ α δe κa\ πepi rώv Kara πpόσληψcv
όvoμaζoμevωv συλλoγiσμώv OL feκ ίlepiπάroυ γeγpάφaσcv ωS xpησtμωv,
eμoi δe πepιττo\ δoκoϋσιv άvai κaθότι δeδetκτaι KCLV rrjllepi TηS aπoδeίξeωS
πpaγμareca, πpoσηκov eiη av n κaι πepi roυrωv etπeiv. πoσoc μev oυv κaι
rives elσίv, oύκ avaγκάίov evraΰθa διeξepχeσθaι reλeίωS etpηκ6n πepi
aύrώv ku iκeίvoιs rols υπoμvημaσtv p. 48, 17: <oτι> δ' ot TOLOUTOL
συλλoγισμo\ rώv κaτηγopικώv eπiroμaί nvh elσiv, o{jχ erepov γevoS
aύτώv7 eπιδeδetχωs [oύv] ev ols etπov υπoμvημaσiv oυ δev 'en δeoμat
λeγetv evraϋθa πept aυrώv,

10. Cf. Alexander, In Aristotelίs Analyticorum Priorum Librum I Commen-
tarium, Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. 2, pt. 1 (ed. Wallies),
Berolini 1883, p. 378, 12 ad An. pr. 49b27: T> λeγet (sc. ό 'Apιστoτeληs)y

Toioϋrόv eσnv, on ev raίs roiaύτais πporάσeσcv, di δυvdμec robs rpeϊs
ifpoυS ev aύrals 'eχoυσtv, 6πoϊaι elσtv, as eζeθero vϋv, κaι oλωS at Kara
πpόσληψiv ύπo Θeoφpάσroυ λeγoμevai . . . κrλ See also references quot-
ed in notes 7 and 4 above.

11. Cf. Alexander I.e. p. 378, 15 ad An. pr. 49 27: aυrai yap (sc. al Kara
πpόσληψtv υπb &eoφpάσroυ λeγόμevai πporάσetS )τoυs rpeΊs opoυs eχoυσl
πωs ' ev γάp rη *κaθ' oυ ro B πavrόs, κaτ9 eκeίvoυ m A πavros w ev roϊs
δύo opoiS, rφ re B κaι τq> A, roTs ωpcσμevots ηδη πωi πepteίληπrai κaι b
TpίiΌS, κaθ9 oυ TO B κaτηγopeϊτaί, πληv oύχ dμotωS eκeίvoι ώptσμeVos
Kat φavepόs.

12. Cf. C. A. Brandis I.e. p. 189b43 ad An. pr. 58a21 (quoted in note 7) and
p, 190a17 ad An. pr. 58a29: aυrη eσnv η Kara, πpόσληψiv πpόraσiS
Kara, πpόσληxf/iv δe κaλelmι on roυ ev rη συvθerψ πporaσet aopiσroυ δpoi;,
roυreσn roΰ μe'σoυ, opiσθevroS re κaι πpoσληφθevroS b συλλoγiσμoS
eπireλeirai κaι γvώpiμov eπiφeperai ro συμπepaσμa. eoικe δe η roiaύrη
πpόraσts υπόθenκω σvλλoγiσμψ rψ συvημμevψ.
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13. Cf. J.-tukasiewicz I.e. pp. 77 sq.

14. Cf. Ammonius I.e. p. XII, 12: KGLL €K δvo yap aπoφanκωv συvaγovσi
(sc. OL Kara πpoσληψtv συ λλoγcσμoC) KCLL IK δvo μepικωv KCLL eξ
6μoιoσχημovωv ev δevrepψ σχημaτi' κaι ra aλλa πάvτay'ιδιa. p. 69, 33:
άλλa συvάγerai vvv κaι ev δevrepψ κaτaφanκov κaι ev Tpίrψ κaθoλo v,
KGLL €κ δvo aπoφanκωv ev πaσt, κaι Tψ vπapχeιv η avvπapζta σvvayerai.
Commenting on the premiss which says that ψ 70 A μηδeiλ vnάpyet, TO
B πavn iπap\ei, the anonymous scholiast in C. A. Brandis I.e. p. 190a,
makes the following remark: eσn δe avrη ev rfj pηrf} πporaσei ev τpίτφ
σxημan- τov yap μeσov κaι aopιστov vπoκeLμevov eχeι TOLS δvo, κaι
7Όϋ7Ό eσye πλeoveκrημa TO ev TpLTψ σvvayeiv κaθoλov σvμπepaσμa. ov
μόvov δe TOVTΌ άλλa κaι eζ aπoφanκηs κaτaφaτικηv κaι e.κ δvo μepικωv
σvvάyei σvμπepaσμa, ώs eξηs δelζoμev.

15. It is fairly obvious that our inference schemata I1 " - 31 " are special
cases of a more general inference schema, whose validity is based on
the following logical law:

CRxCφxψxCφxψx

Cf. I. M. Bochenski I.e. p. 110.

16. Cf. Ioannis Philoponi in Aristotelis Analytic a Prior a Comment aria (ed.
Wallies), Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. XIII pt. II, Berolini
1905, p. 422, 9: φ ro A oυ πavn vnapyet, TOVTO Γφ Γ nvt vπάpχei9 TO
δe A τ(γ B bπάρχeι ob πavn> OVKOVV TO B Tψ Γ vπάpχeι nvc.

17. Cf. Philoponus I.e. p. 422, 1.

18. Cf. Alexander I.e. p. 302, 9 sq. and p. 326, 20 sq.

19. Cf. An. pr. 58a26: eί δ'on TO B rcf Γ δec σvμπepavaσθat, oύκeθ' όμotωS

avnστpeπτeov TO AB (17 yap ainq πpότaσtS , ro B μηδevt Tψ A κaι TO A

μηδevi Tψ B ύπάpχeιv), aλλa ληπτeov, ψ TO A μηδevt vπάpχeι, TO B πavn

vπάpχeιv. Yσrω TO A μηδevi τa> Γ vπάpχeιv, oπep ηv TO σvμπepaσμa φ

δe TO A μηδevt, TO B άληφθω πavn vπάpχeιv avάyκr\ obv TO B πavn

Tψ Γ vπapχeιv.
H. Maier gives the following paraphrase of the Aristotelian infer-

ence:

kein A is B = alles, was nach seinem ganzen Umfang nicht A ist, ist B

kein C is A = alles C is ein solches, das nach seinem ganzen Umfang
nicht A ist

alles C ist B

Cf. H. Maier, Die Syllogistik des Aristoteles, Zweite Teil, Erste Halfte,
Tubingen 1900, p. 334. In the first premiss the sign of equation is
meant apparently to indicate the transformation suggested by Aristotle
in his theory of the circular and reciprocal proof. In the second premiss
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it indicates equivalence. Clearly, Maier's inference, valid as it cer-
tainly is, has a different logical structure from the inference proposed
by Aristotle. For Maier's inference seems to have the form of a syllo-
gism in Barbara:

(i) every non-A is β
now, (ii) every C is non-A

therefore, (iii) every C is B

W. D. Ross renders Aristotle's inference as follows:

All of that, none of which is A, is B.
No C is A

.\ All C is β

Cf. W. D. Ross, Aristotle*s Prior and Posterior Analytics, A revised
Text with Introduction and Commentary, Oxford 1949, p. 438.

20. Cf. An. pr. 58b6.

21. Cf. An. pr. 58 7: rηv δ' ev μepei eσnv (sc. δetζaι)9 eav oμotωs
avnσrpaφfi TO AB ωσπep κaπι τωv κaθόλoυ, . . . olov cp TO A TLVL μη
υπάpxei, TO B TLVL υπapχeιv.

22. It is obvious that in accordance with Aristotle's intentions inference
(15) could, for instance, be formulated as follows: φ TO A TLVL μη
vπάpχ€L9 TO B TLVL υπάpχ€L' Vσrω δe τί> A TLVL rφ Γ μη ύπάpχ€Lv a.vάγκη

o$v TO B TLVL rψ Γ bπoLpχcLv. Now, Maier has, in this connection, the
following inference:

kein A ist B = alles, was teilweise nicht A ist, ist teilw. B

einiges C ist nicht A = C ist ein solches, das teilw. nicht A ist

C ist teilweise B = einiges C ist β.

Cf. H. Maier I.e. p. 335. And Ross interprets Aristotle's argument by
proposing an inference which runs thus:

Some of that, some of which is not A, is B.
Some C is not A.
.*. Some C is β

Cf. W. D. Ross I.e. p. 439. I fail to see how this inference can be con-
strued as valid although I have no such difficulty if I consider the
original Aristotelian premisses and their conclusion. Nor can I agree
with Ross when he says that 'all the reciprocal proofs fall into one or
other of two forms: If no X is Y, all X is Z, No X i s 7, Therefore all
X is Z, or If some X is not Y, some X is Z, Some X is not Y, Therefore
some X is Z' (cf. I.e., p. 440). For should this be the case then all
the reciprocal proofs would be instances or mere modus ponens. Clear-
ly they are more than that.

23. Cf. e.g. H. Maier I.e., p. 335 and W. D. Ross I.e. p. 441.
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24. Cf. An. pr. 58b7-12, 58b33-8, and 59a24-9; cf. W. D. Ross I.e. p. 440.

25. Cf. An. pr. 32 29: To δe κaθy oυ TO B, TO A evδeχeσθaι \j πavn τψ B τo
A evδe'χeσθat oυδev δiaφe'pei. Here the equivalence we are interested
in is embedded in a modal context. Similar equivalence appears to be
presupposed by certain turns of expression to be found in the Prior
Analytics II, 22.

26. Cf. An. pr. 68 a l : ψ δe TO A, TO T oύχ υπάpyei which appears to be
used as equivalent to TO δe Γ rω A obδevi υπάpχeι. In connection with
the equivalences now under discussion see Aristotle*s definition of
universal propositions in An. pr. 24 26: TO δe ev oλφ elvai erepov erepψ
KCLi TO Kara πavτos κaτηγopeισθaι θarepoύ θaτepov τahτov eσnv. Keγoμev
δe TO Kara πavτo S κarηγopάσθaL 'όrav μηδev j] λaβelv \_τoυ υπoκecμevoυ ]
κaθy oυ θάrepov oh \eχθησeτaί KCLL TO Kara μηδevόs ωσa.υτωs.

27. Cf. J. -Lukasiewicz I.e. p. 5.

28. Cf. J. Lukasiewicz I.e. pp. 5-7.

29. Cf. Alexander I.e. p. 379, 9 ad An. pr. 49b30: ό μevroi %eόφpaστcϊ ev
Tψ [ίepl κaτaφάσeω$ rηv "κaθ9 oύ TO B, ΓO A" ωs Yσov δυvaμevηv
λaμβάvet rη "κaθ7 oυ πavτoS TO B, κaτy eκeίvoυ πavτo% TO A.

30. Cf. e.g. Alexander I.e. p. 378, 18; cf. A. C. Brandis I.e. p. 189b43 sq.
ad An. pr. 58 a21: λeγec δe ό %eόφpaστo% on δυvάμei Yση eσn (sc. η
Kara πpoσληψtv πpoτaσis) rrj κaτηγoptκfι, oυδev yap δiaφepeiv TO λeγeiv
*7Ό A KCLT' oύδevbs τoϋ Bn roϋ λe'γeiv "κaθy oυ TO B πavτόs, κaτy

oύδevoS eκeίvov TO A" 9η πaλiv TO λeγetv wro A Kara πavτo$ τoυ B" τoυ
λe'γeiv "κaθy oυ TO B πavτόs, κaτy iκetvoυ κa\ TO A πavrός".

31. Cf. I. M. Bochenski I.e. p. 48 sq.

32. Cf. A. N. Prior, Formal Logic, Oxford 1955, pp. 122 sq.

In (24) *Σx' reads *for some xy, and expressions of the type *Kaβy

stand for the corresponding expressions of the type %a and βy.

33. Cf. A. N. Prior, Formal Logic, Oxford 1955, pp. 122 sq.

34. Cf. I. M. Bochenski I.e. p. 50.

35. Cf. I. M. Bochenski, Ancient Formal Logic, Amsterdam 1951, p.

36. Cf. An. pr. 49 14-16: Ouκ eσn δe τaύτov oυτ elvat oυτ elπeϊv, on ψ
TO B υπapχeι, τoυτφ πavn TO A υπapχeι, κaι TO ecneiv TO ψ πavn TO B
υπάpyei, κa\ TO A πavri υπάp'yei.

37. Cf. Alexander I.e. pp. 375 sq. ad An. pr. 49b14 sq.

38. Cf. Alexander I.e. p. 375, 17: κaι ylverai TO aδίoptστωs λeγόμevov'cσov
Tcjj "ψ Tivi TO B ύπάpyeί, τoύτψ πavn TO A".

39. In his La logique de Theophraste pp. 109 sq. and 116 sq. Father Bo-
chenski talks about ^syllogisms rηs πpoσλήψeωS. This terminology
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seems to be based on a wrong interpretation of the following passage
in Alexander's commentary to the Prior Analytics: λ/yoc δ* av (sc. o
Άpiσroreληs) rovf re δta συveχoΰt, o κaι συvημμevov λeγerai, KCU
rηs πpoσληψeως vπoθenκoυs κaι roυs dca τoυ δcaipenKoυ re KCU
bteζeυγμjίvoυ *ή κaι roυς dux aπoφanκήs σvμπλoκηs . Alexander I.e.
p. 390, 3 ad An. pr. 50a39 Clearly, in this text the term πpόσληψiS
refers to the minor premiss (cf. note 41 below), and ot δia σvveχoΰs
KCLL τr}s πpoσkηψeωS ύπoθenκoί (sc. συλλoγcσμol) are nothing else but
instances of the modus ponens.

40. Cf. Diogenes Laertius VII, 76: AoγoS δe eσnv ωf ol πept TΌV Kpίvtv
φaσi, ro συveστeκoS \κ λημμaroS κal πpoσληψeωS KCU iπiφopάs oiov o
roίoϋroS Vt ήμe'pa *eσn7 φωs eσrt' ημίpa δe eσn φωS apa Yσn". λημμa
μev yap eσn ro eι ημepa eσn, φω eσn . πpoσληψcs ro ημepa δe eσn .
ίπiφopa δe ro "φώs apa eσn.
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